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shadow of the tomb raider may not be a perfect game, but its a consistently enjoyable one. while the gameplay is identical to that

of the previous game, the setting is an entirely new one. it also features some interesting new combat mechanics. the environments
are lush and colorful, and the tombs have never looked so beautiful. while the previous games featured a range of side missions,
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shadow of the tomb raider mostly ditched the side content, focusing its efforts on implementing a proper open world. of course, to
play shadow of the tomb raider, youll need a playstation 4, as the ps5 version of the game isnt currently out. when we compare our

2017 pc build of the game to our ps4 counterpart, its clear that square-enix has essentially stuck to its xbox design choices. the
game feels very much like the xbox one game, albeit with smoother animation, better lighting and a few small changes. the pc

version is very similar, with only a few minor graphical differences. the most obvious change is that the pc version of shadow of the
tomb raider is very obviously not running on the newer rdna 2 gpu, as the game features only the older rdna 1 engine. in fact, as we

use the directx raytracing (dxr) feature, a tear-away ray-tracing effect is visible when we look at the shadows in the pc version of
the game. this isnt the case in the ps4 version of the game, as it can access dxr via the rdna 2 gpu. the pc version of shadow of the

tomb raider is still playable, but its far from the best version of the game. despite this, lara can still be pushed to her limits, and
lara's ability to build traps is no longer restricted to her bow. as lara explores the ruins, she can find power generators, which can be
tapped into to power traps. once triggered, these traps will act on the surrounding area, and are a perfect example of how shadow
of the tomb raiders open world gameplay can benefit from more time spent exploring the world and not simply racing through it.
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